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The Three Data Dark Ages of Spacing-Completion Optimization
ABSTRACT
The greatest challenge facing Permian Basin operators today and in the future is to determine
the optimum well placement and spacing to maximize value for shareholders. The recent
investor concern about “parent-child” degradation in recovery appears to be causing some
operators to knee jerk and expand spacing. This could result in stranding reserves that might
otherwise have been highly economic because operators and investors alike seem to lack the
confidence to optimize rather than react. This episode highlights a genuine data and modeling
problem that will likely destroy vast sums of wealth if left unsolved. The good news is this
problem could be solved through a consortium blockchain data exchange that allows
sufficient data to accomplish a reliable spacing optimization. Model technology already exists to
discover reliable solutions in complex dynamical systems like Permian Basin horizontal benches.
However, these models only work with sufficient volumes of data that are continuously
updated and continuously validated.
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